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Abstract
In this paper, we review the development and application of coherent short wavelength light
sources implemented using the high harmonic generation (HHG) process. The physics
underlying HHG brought quantum physics into the domain of attosecond time-scales for the
first time. The observation and manipulation of electron dynamics on such short
time-scales—a capability not conceived—of just a few decades ago—is becoming both
more-and-more sophisticated and useful as a route to achieve exquisite control over short
wavelength light. New experimental techniques are enabling HHG light sources to provide
new insights into fundamental quantum interactions in materials, making it possible for the
first time to capture the fastest charge, spin, photon and phonon interactions and to achieve
diffraction-limited imaging at short wavelengths.
Keywords: high harmonic generation, attosecond, ultrafast dynamics, spin and orbital angular
momentum, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, coherent diffraction imaging
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction and evolution
The fastest intrinsic interactions and dynamics in atomic,
molecular, and solid state systems occur on attosecond
timescales on up. The excitation energies correspond-
ing to these processes are governed by the uncertainty
principle: ΔEΔt  /2, or approximately time scale (fs) ∼
1/energy scale(eV). Thus, most lower-energy intrinsic dynam-
ics corresponding to the interaction of charges with molecu-
lar vibrations and phonons occur on femtosecond and longer
timescales. However, higher-energy excitations (>eV) that
support attosecond timescale processes are increasingly rele-
vant to a broad range of science and technology.
4 Authors to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
The first era in attosecond science evolved from explo-
rations of how atoms and molecules ionize in intense laser
fields. This led to the discovery of high-harmonic genera-
tion (HHG)—essentially the coherent version of the Rönt-
gen x-ray tube—which still remains an exciting research
area after ∼3 decades [1–4]. In the HHG process, attosec-
ond dynamics are induced or driven by using a femtosecond
laser pulse to ionize matter. Laser light—a coherent elec-
tromagnetic wave with a period on the order of a few fem-
toseconds—can rapidly push electrons around in matter. At
low intensities, this response is linear and harmonic, where
electrons are driven sinusoidally by the laser field. However,
in the strong field regime, the electron motion is extreme:
on each half-cycle of the laser, the electron tunnel ionizes,
moves away from the ion, before recolliding to emit excess
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kinetic energy as an HHG photon. In a quantum picture, the
strong field ionization process creates a laser-driven nanoscale
quantum antenna: the laser field spatially and temporally
modulates the atomic electron wavefunction on Å spatial
and attosecond temporal scales. These induced oscillations
directly result in the emission of high- energy high harmonics,
with a large spectral region (plateau) where harmonic spectral
peaks have comparable amplitude. The emission is coherent,
and the behavior is very different from the rapidly diminish-
ing yield expected from perturbative nonlinear optics. Even
very early-on, quantum simulations showed that this could
be explained by coherent attosecond time-scale recollision
dynamics [5].
The second era of attosecond science came with the devel-
opment and application of intense ultrashort-pulse (∼sub-10
cycles) lasers [6–8] to HHG [9]. By using a light field that
varied on a cycle-by-cycle basis, it became possible to directly
see the manifestations of these attosecond dynamics in the
spectrum of the emission, in a way that could be directly
manipulated [10, 11] and compared with theory [12], settling
questions of the origin of HHG. Coherent control of HHG
compellingly demonstrated that these attosecond quantum
dynamics were not simply of academic interest, but could
be usefully manipulated [13]. Phase-matching of the pro-
cess [14]—a mechanism only practical with few-cycle light
pulses—made it possible to dramatically enhanced the bright-
ness, coherence, photon energy range and control of HHG.
By understanding and mastering phase matching—where the
HHG emission from many atoms coherently combines—has
allowed us to fully-optimize the conversion of laser light
to shorter wavelength photons, providing a very-useful flux
of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray (SXR) light
[14–16]. Indeed, femtosecond lasers, when combined with the
HHG process, gave us the first ‘tabletop x-ray laser’, produc-
ing laser-like beams spanning the ultraviolet (UV) and EUV
region. The number of bursts in the attosecond pulse train cre-
ated by HHG could be shortened to a single one [17, 18] using
even-shorter <5-cycle driving pulses [19]. Aided further by
the time-domain dynamics of the phase matching [20, 21].
The past decade has shown an exquisite ability to harness
and control the attosecond dynamics of the HHG process,
allowing for unprecedented control over SXR light. The region
of bright HHG has now been extended from the EUV to the
keV photon energy range by using mid-infrared (mid-IR) driv-
ing lasers to extend the phase matching range [21–23]. More
recently, it is now possible to exquisitely control the HHG
polarization [24–30] and orbital angular momentum (OAM)
structure [31, 32] by controlling the driving laser beams. At
this point, the most-complex coherent electromagnetic fields
ever created reflect our ability to control the attosecond time-
scale dynamics of radiating electron wave functions [27].
Moreover, completely new states of light can be created that
present a convincing case that HHG represents an unprece-
dented degree of control over electromagnetic radiation—far
more control than we have ever achieved with conventional
laser technology—on sub-Å spatial scales and sub-attosecond
temporal scales. Recent developments in these exciting capa-
bilities are further elaborated-on in section 2.
However, HHG is fundamentally an extrinsic attosecond
process i.e. the attosecond dynamics are driven by intense
femtosecond lasers. Another longstanding goal of attosecond
science has been to observe intrinsic attosecond timescale
dynamics i.e. to directly observe the fastest charge and spin
dynamics in matter with energy scales that naturally sup-
port the fastest attosecond timescales. Fortunately, this has
recently been achieved experimentally and marks the third
era of attosecond science. Section 3 discusses the relevance
of attosecond timescales—and their direct measurement—to
capture the fastest charge dynamics in materials systems. We
describe our recent studies demonstrating that band structure
in materials far above the Fermi level can strongly influence
the lifetime of electrons excited into these bands [33]. Further-
more, we discuss how electron–electron scattering and screen-
ing can be distinguished through attosecond metrology tech-
niques [34]. Interestingly, these measurements highlighted the
counterintuitive finding that attosecond pulse trains are best for
measuring intrinsic sub-femtosecond dynamics, while isolated
attosecond pulses are ideal for measuring 1–5 fs dynamics.
In section 4 we review the broader application of HHG
sources to uncover exciting new physics. The magnetic
and phase properties of materials can be directly manipu-
lated by light—on attosecond, femtosecond, and picosec-
ond timescales, depending on the nature of the coupled
charge/spin/phonon/photon physics [35–37]. High harmonic
beams are ideal as the illumination source for time- and
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (trARPES) and
element-specific magneto-optic Kerr effect (EUV-MOKE)
spectroscopy. Using a new technique we call ultrafast elec-
tron calorimetry [38, 39], we made a number of new obser-
vations of how ultrafast lasers can be used to delicately
manipulate materials properties, that uncover a fundamen-
tal new understanding of phase transitions and interactions
in strongly-coupled quantum materials. The new behavior
observed appears to be universal in many materials, and
can guide the development of a more complete theoreti-
cal understanding of the interactions between charges, spins,
and phonons in materials. The forte of femtosecond time-
resolved pump-probe techniques is the large separation in
timescales between electron–electron, electron–photon, and
electron–spin interactions, compared with electron–phonon
and phonon dynamics in materials. Thus, Frontier areas such
as ultrafast photoemission and magnetic spectroscopies are
increasingly being driven by the use of HHG light sources.
Finally, in section 5, we speculate about the next era of
attosecond science in terms of broader impact and applications
of HHG—with potential for impact beyond basic science and
for a societal return on investment. The ability to generate fully
coherent light at short wavelengths makes it possible to imple-
ment a tabletop-scale microscope with near-perfect resolution
and unique capabilities—a new record optical resolution in
this category [40–42]. This ability has immediate implica-
tions for nanotechnology, nanoelectronics, and in-future for
biomedical applications, and its widespread application out-
side its area of origin will mark the fourth era of attosecond
science (figure 1).
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Figure 1. The progression of attosecond science and its applications for probing quantum systems.
2. New developments in HHG sources: full control
over the waveform, spectrum, polarization and
OAM structure in the EUV and SXR regions
2.1. Introduction
In recent decades, our ability to structure the spectral and
temporal waveform, polarization, phase, intensity, and angu-
lar momentum of light has revolutionized imaging and sensing
across all wavelength ranges. HHG is a unique EUV/SXR light
source because it enables ultra-precise control over light by
manipulating the wavefunction of a radiating electron. This
makes it possible to control the spectral and temporal wave-
form and spectrum by controlling the quantum or intrinsic
phase in multiple ways, or harnessing phase matching to sculpt
the temporal emission window.
One of the most straightforward ways to modulate the tem-
poral and spectral waveform of HHG is to change the driv-
ing laser wavelength. When HHG is driven by Ti:sapphire
lasers at wavelengths in the near-IR and visible region, bright
EUV harmonics (up to the phase matching limit of ∼150 eV)
consisting of attosecond pulse trains can be generated. When
optimally phase matched, a photon flux in the >3 × 1012
photons/s/1% bandwidth can be generated using only a ∼4 W
driving laser (note that this corresponds to ∼19 μW in a sin-
gle harmonic at the source, around 40 eV photon energy,
when driven by a 4 W laser). Then, as the wavelength of the
laser light is increased, so also is the phase matching limit,
allowing practical fully-coherent HHG sources to be imple-
mented throughout the SXR regime, to >keV photon ener-
gies [21–23, 43–45]—and in the future, possibly into the
hard x-ray regime [43, 46]. Moreover, the phase matching
window reduces from multiple laser cycles of a near-IR driv-
ing laser, to a single half-cycle in the case of a ∼2–4 μm
mid-IR driving laser [47, 48]. This naturally creates a coher-
ent SXR supercontinuum, spanning 12 octaves. The extent to
which HHG can be controlled—where the x-ray wavefronts
are synchronized at the sub-Å, sub-attosecond level or no beam
could emerge—is quite remarkable, enabled by the fundamen-
tal quantum physics and the extreme nonlinear nature of this
process.
In recent exciting advances we discuss below, selec-
tion rules make it possible to also control the polariza-
tion, divergence, and orbital angular momentum structure of
HHG—simply by modulating the wavelength, geometry, or
structure of the femtosecond driving laser(s) [22, 25, 31,
49–51]. For example, when HHG is driven by laser beams
with different orbital angular momentum (OAM) values, the
selection rules control the OAM of the different harmonics that
are generated, and different OAM values have different diver-
gences. These open up new applications of HHG for probing
and imaging dynamics in chiral systems.
2.2. Sculpting the angular momentum of high-order
harmonic beams
HHG can generate ultrashort pulses not only with unique tem-
poral and spectral properties, but also with custom and unique
3
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Figure 2. Setup for producing bright circularly polarized high-order harmonics. (top) HHG driven by a two-color counter-rotating circularly
polarized field can be well phase matched, and leads to the generation of pairs of circularly polarized harmonics with opposite helicity due to
SAM conservation rules. (bottom) Circularly polarized EUV and soft x-ray HHG. Experimental HHG spectra generated from Ar (A), Ne
(B), and He (A) and (C) driven by counterrotating 0.79 and 1.3 μm laser fields. All spectra show a peak-pair structure, located at positions
predicted by energy and SAM conservation. The separation within each pair is ω1 – ω2, and different pairs are separated by ω1 + ω2.
Reproduced with permission from [25].
angular momentum properties. Light beams can exhibit two
degrees of freedom associated with their angular momentum:
spin angular momentum (SAM), indicating the direction in
which the electric field oscillates in time, or polarization; and
OAM related to the spatial profile of the phase or the wavefront
of the electric field. SAM is a microscopic property of light
fields, characterized by the spin,σ = ±1, and defining the light
field polarization, from right (σ = 1) or left (σ = −1) circu-
larly polarized, to elliptically or linearly polarized depending
on the photon spin combination. On the other hand, OAM is
related to the transverse spiral-phase structure of a light beam
[52], representing a macroscopic property that is characterized
by the topological charge, —the number of 2π-phase shifts
along the azimuth. Remarkably, while the spin is restricted
to ±1, the topological charge can take infinite discrete
values.
Angular momentum can be imprinted onto visible/IR light
beams using waveplates, or spatial light modulators, among
other techniques. However, this becomes considerably more
challenging for EUV and x-ray beams, while also being highly
inefficient [53]. During the last decade, a new set of power-
ful approaches have been developed to imprint and control
the SAM and OAM content of HHG beams in the EUV/SXR
regimes through a change of paradigm—instead of imprinting
angular momentum into a short wavelength beam using x-ray
optics, we can harness the extreme nonlinear process of HHG
to up-convert the angular momentum properties of the driving
lasers. However, this is far from trivial. Fortunately, over the
past five years, several different approaches have succeeded in
precisely imprinting SAM and/or OAM into HHG beams.
Ultrafast pulses of linearly and circularly polarized light
make it possible to capture the fastest spin dynamics in mate-
rials and to uncover a wealth of new fundamental understand-
ing about spin scattering and transport. For a long time, it
was thought that HHG could only produce linearly polarized
harmonics, due to the weak rescattering/recollision efficiency
when driven by circularly polarized IR pulses—where the rec-
olliding electron misses the parent ion when driven by a cir-
cularly polarized laser field [54]. However, several techniques
have recently succeeded in generating bright circularly polar-
ized harmonics, making use of sophisticated combinations of
driving laser fields [55, 56], together with optimally phase
matched geometries [24, 25, 27].
Among these techniques, HHG driven by a two-color
counter-rotating circularly polarized field—a bi-circular
field—is the most efficient method for generating circularly
polarized harmonics, with brightness and energies compa-
rable to one-color linearly polarized HHG (see figure 2).
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Figure 3. Generation of high-order harmonics with custom OAM properties. (a) HHG driven by a non-collinear combination of vortex beams
with different OAM leads to the generation of a fan of harmonic vortices with custom OAM [65, 66]. (b) HHG driven by a collinear super-
position of vortex beams with different OAM leads to the generation of harmonic beams with broad OAM content [67]. (c) The use of two
time-delayed vortex driving fields allows for the generation of high-order harmonics with self-torque, i.e., with time-dependent OAM, as indi-
cated in the right panel [31]. Panels (a) and (b) are reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer
Nature, Nature Physics [61] 2017. Panel (c) is from [31]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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Remarkably, HHG from single atoms driven by a bi-circular
field was theoretically proposed two decades ago [55, 56].
Optimal phase matching was recently experimentally demon-
strated in a waveguide geometry [24, 25, 27]—bright, stable,
HHG is produced, since the combined two-color field is not
sensitive to the inevitable phase slip that occurs when the
light of different colors propagates in a medium. This is
stark contrast to HHG driven by two-color linearly-polarized
laser fields. The primary spectral feature of bi-circular HHG
is the suppression of harmonic orders that do not conserve
SAM. As a consequence, the HHG spectra consists of pairs of
harmonics with opposite helicity [i.e., with left-circular (LCP,
σ = −1) or right-circular polarization (RCP, σ = 1), see
figure 2]. The generation of both LCP and RCP in bi-circular
HHG results in the emission of linearly polarized attosecond
pulses, where the polarization direction rotates from pulse to
pulse. Different modifications of this technique demonstrated
the possibility to generate elliptically polarized attosecond
pulses.
More recently, other approaches have implemented to gen-
erate circularly polarized harmonics. For example, the use of
non-collinear counter-rotating driving beams with the same
color results in a linearly polarized field at the focus, with vary-
ing polarization direction along the transverse plane—thus
allowing for high harmonics to be generated at each local posi-
tion. Upon propagation to the far-field, the macroscopic super-
position results in the generation of two spatially separated
circularly polarized harmonic beams, allowing for the genera-
tion of attosecond pulses with controllable ellipticity [26, 28,
30]. This approach also has the advantage of being amenable
to generating isolated circularly polarized attosecond pulses
[28]. Other techniques that have successfully generated ellip-
tical to circularly polarized harmonics include the use of two
HHG sources through the use of two orthogonally polarized
foci [50] or two different gas jets [57].
There are also scenarios where the state of polarization or
SAM varies from point to point of a light beam, conforming to
so-called vector beams. Recently HHG has been used to gen-
erate vector beams well beyond the visible region, through the
use of waveplates or conical refraction beams [58, 59].
HHG also represents a unique opportunity to transfer the
OAM of the driving laser field onto shorter-wavelength beams,
circumventing the limitations of other approaches that imprint
OAM directly into EUV/SXR [60, 61]. One of the first exper-
iments to explore OAM–HHG pioneered the idea of driving
HHG with an IR vortex beam with IR = 1 [62]. These initial
results were unclear, as they reported the generation of har-
monic vortices with EUV = 1, i.e. with the same topological
charge as that of the fundamental driving field, thus break-
ing the expected OAM conservation rules in the HHG process.
However, theoretical simulations predicted that when HHG is
driven by an IR vortex with topological charge IR, the OAM of
the qth-order harmonic follows the simple rule q = qIR [63].
This scaling reflects the OAM conservation in the conversion
of q IR-photons into a qth-order harmonic. Shortly afterward,
different experiments confirmed the conservation of OAM in
the HHG process, and thus the generation of high-order har-
monics with OAM. In the temporal domain, this frequency
comb of harmonic vortices with q = qIR can be synthesized
into helical attosecond beams, as predicted in 2013 [63], and
measured in 2016 [64]. Helical attosecond beams convey a
unique spatio-temporal light structure to produce attosecond
electron springs through photoionization.
On the other hand, if HHG is driven by a combination of two
IR vortices with different OAM, IR,1 and IR,2, an even richer
scenario for the generation of harmonic vortices with cus-
tom OAM appears. If the two drivers are combined in a non-
collinear configuration, different processes of sum and differ-
ence frequency mixing from the two driving beams, together
with momentum conservation, resulting in the production of
a fan of spatially separated EUV beams with different topo-
logical charge [65, 66]. If the two drivers are combined in a
collinear scheme, each harmonic spans into a distribution of
OAM, given by q = n1IR,1 + n2IR,1 [67], where n1 and n2
are the number of photons absorbed from each driver (n1 +
n2 = q). The central topological charge of the OAM distri-
bution depends on the intensity of each driver, which reflects
the sensitivity of HHG with the purity of the OAM-mode of
the driving beam. Recently, the unique mapping opportunity
that offers HHG driven by OAM pulses, has resulted in the
emission of light beams with self-torque, a property associ-
ated with its temporal variation of the OAM [31]. By tem-
porally delaying two driving pulses with different topological
charges in a collinear configuration, HHG naturally emits har-
monic pulses whose topological charge varies continuously in
time. This recent finding has opened the possibility to sculpt
laser pulses with varying OAM, providing a new tool for
exploring the dynamics of topological laser-matter interaction
(figure 3).
Finally, high harmonic vortices with both SAM and OAM
structures can now be generated. In particular, the use of a
two-color counter-rotating circularly polarized vortex can effi-
ciently generate pairs of circularly polarized harmonic vor-
tex with opposite helicity. Moreover, by a proper combi-
nation of the OAM of the drivers, attosecond pulse trains
with custom polarization, from linear to circular can be
obtained [29].
2.3. Summary
The extreme nonlinear process of HHG enables control over
x-ray light at an unprecedented level—on sub-attosecond tem-
poral and sub-Å spatial scales. Harnessed the extreme non-
linear process of HHG to demonstrate. When combined with
record sub-wavelength imaging (see section 5), this capability
may finally make it possible to bring super-resolution meth-
ods into the x-ray region for a host of critical nanotechnolo-
gies. The discovery of a new property of light beams—the
self-torque, associated to a time-varying OAM—may provide
routes for dynamic imaging of attosecond chiral dynamics
(see section 3): short wavelength OAM–SAM beams are also
ideal for launching, manipulating, and detecting nanoscale chi-
ral textures for applications in sensing, metrology, energy-
efficient logic/memory devices [68]. Indeed, recent theories
have shown that SAM and OAM can be exploited for nano-
spectroscopies with enhanced contrast [69, 70].
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Figure 4. (a) Illustration of the atto-ARPES setup. Different initial and final states can be accessed by different HHG photon energies and
polarizations. An IR dressing field is applied to modulate the photoelectron spectrum via laser-assisted photoemission. (b) Illustration of the
resulting quantum-path interferences (RABBITT). Panel (a) is from [33]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. Panel (b) is reproduced
with permission from [34].
3. Probing intrinsic attosecond dynamics in
materials using high harmonic ARPES
3.1. Introduction
The ability to generate bright attosecond pulses and pulse
trains through HHG process has made it possible to capture
the fastest coupled charge, spin, phonon, and transport dynam-
ics in a host of atomic, molecular, materials and nano sys-
tems. However, to probe intrinsic attosecond dynamics, both
the energy scale of the interactions and dynamics, and the spec-
troscopy method used, need to be well matched. Processes
such as optical excitation of charges and spins [35–37], elec-
tron momentum and energy redistribution, electron–electron
scattering and screening and highly-excited electron dynam-
ics [33, 34] can all support intrinsic attosecond dynamics,
that are now being revealed using HHG probes. Moreover,
in the strongly-coupled materials that support such attosec-
ond dynamics, these processes all depend on the electronic
band structure. Hence the challenge—how to achieve attosec-
ond time resolution while maintaining the ∼100 meV energy
resolution so that band-specific dynamics can be extracted?
In many of initial experiments, the use of isolated attosec-
ond pulses to achieve high time resolution was (necessar-
ily) accompanied by a broad EUV bandwidth. When mea-
suring a quantity such as the timing of photoemission, this
approach yields an integrated broadband photoemission fea-
ture that averages over multiple valence bands [71, 72]. To
overcome this challenge and measure photoemission from
individual valence bands, we combined attosecond pulse trains
of well-defined harmonics, with laser-assisted photoemission
[73], and ARPES. This new technique we call atto-ARPES can
measure and distinguish photoemission time delays from indi-
vidual valence bands into either free-electron final states, or
into final states corresponding to unoccupied bulk bands of
transition metals such as Ni(111) and Cu(111) [33, 34]. This
is critical for a full understanding of the physics and to com-
pare theory and experiment. For isolated atoms, it is generally
agreed that the photoelectron time delay arises from a convolu-
tion of a Wigner-like time delay due to scattering in the atomic
potential and a measurement-induced delay due to propagation
of photoelectrons in the laser field [74]. Unlike isolated atoms,
however, the interpretation of a photoemission time delay in
quantum materials is much more complicated, owing to the
presence of complex band structures and many-body interac-
tions [71, 72, 75–77]. Thus, techniques such as atto-ARPES
described below, which can associate the time delay with the
material band structure, can accurately and sensitively probe
how the intrinsic properties of the material influence electron
interactions.
3.2. Description of the atto-ARPES technique
The schematic of the atto-ARPES setup is shown in figure 4.
High harmonics covering a wide range of EUV photon ener-
gies are generated by focusing a strong laser field into different
noble gas targets (xenon, krypton and argon). The polarization
of the EUV HHG beam can be adjusted by using a halfwave
plate, which allows us to harness the selection rules to selec-
tively excite photoelectrons from different initial states (bands)
and into different final states. The harmonics, which consist
of a train of ∼400 attosecond pulses separated by ∼1.5 fs, are
then focused onto an atomically clean single-crystal metal sur-
face [Ni(111) and Cu(111)]. The resulting photoelectron spec-
trum is then collected by an angle-resolved detector. A weak
IR beam with p polarization propagates collinearly with the
EUV field, and is used to modulate (i.e. dress) photoelectron
spectrum to extract the band and final state dependence of the
photoemission time. This ‘laser-assisted photoemission’ from
surfaces was first used to measure the core level lifetime of
adsorbates on surfaces [73, 78].
As shown in figure 4(b), in the presence of several har-
monics spectrally (i.e. attosecond pulse trains in time) and the
IR dressing laser field, there exist two distinct quantum paths
from an initial state to the same sideband, namely absorption
of a harmonic with simultaneous absorption/emission of an IR
7
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Figure 5. (a) Two-dimensional map of the photoelectron yield as a function of photoelectron energy and pump-probe delay τ d excited by
s-polarized HHG. Right: 1D lineouts for photoemission from the Λ3α and Λ3β states. (b) Band structure along the Γ–L direction of Ni(111).
The solid lines are the results of previous experiments [82]. The dashed lines are the results of density functional theory calculations. (c)








as a function of harmonic order and photon energy. The dashed line is the spectral intensity
variation of photoelectrons from the Λ3β band. The open diamond symbol is the photoelectron lifetime obtained from the spectral analysis.
From [33]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
laser photon: (i) ω2n−1 + ωL or (ii) ω2n+1 − ωL. When
the relative time delay τ d between the HHG pump and the IR
probe is changed, the intensity of sidebands [73] with a photon
energy ω2n is modulated [79, 80] as a result of quantum-path
interference:
S2n (τd) = A0 sin [2ωL (τd − τX − τPE)] (1)
where A0 is the intensity of modulation, τX =(
φ2n+1 − φ2n−1
)
/2ωL represents a time delay induced
by the phase chirp between neighboring harmonic orders, and
τ PE is the delay time associate with the photoemission process.
By simultaneously measuring photoelectron wavepackets
from different initial states excited by the same harmonic
orders, we can also cancel the influence of attochirp (τX).
Such quantum interfering pathways was first implemented for
isolated atoms, using a technique called RABBIT (the recon-
struction of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon
transition) [79].
3.3. Influence of material band structure on photoemission:
attosecond photoelectron lifetimes
To extract the photoemission time delay from a Ni(111) sur-
face for different initial and final states, in figure 5(a) we plot
a set of interferograms that consist of the photoelectron peaks
from s-polarized high harmonics, together with their laser-
assisted sidebands [33]. These data were integrated over a
small angle (±2.5◦) around theΓ point. Because of the photoe-
mission selection rules [81], only the two valence bands with
the Λ3 symmetry are excited by s-polarized HHG fields, as
shown in figure 5(b). A notable feature is that photoelectrons
from the Λβ3 band are significantly delayed compared to those
emerging from the Λα3 band for sideband (SB) 16. More inter-
estingly, this time delay gradually vanishes at increasing and









. The time delay results are summa-









coincides with the spectral intensity resonance as
shown in figure 5(c), strongly indicating that the observed pho-
toemission time delay originates from the resonant interband
transition between the low energyΛβ3 band and the unoccupied
ΛB1 band (figure 5(b)). More importantly, the time delay mea-
sured using laser-assisted photoemission, τ chron = 212 ± 30
as, agrees (within error bars) with the value from the spectral
resonance, τ spec = 179 ± 43 as, indicating the direct time-
domain measurement of photoelectron lifetime on attosecond
timescales.
Other important evidence that the band structure of the
material strongly influences the photoemission time can be
seen from the angle-dependence of the photoelectron time
delay. Here, the use of a hemispherical analyzer allows us to
extract how the photoemission time depends on the transverse
momentum of the electron k//. In figures 6(a) and (b), we plot
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from Ni(111) for the SB 16 and SB 14
respectively. The solid lines are the results of our analytical model. (c) Illustration of the direction transitions in the k// direction for the SB
14 and SB 16. From [33]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
Figure 7. (a) Results of angle-dependent photoemission time delays for SB 16 from Cu(111) with different initial bands and different
polarizations. (b) Illustration of the band structure of Cu(111) along the k// direction. The features of band dispersion are labeled, in direct
correspondence to the features in the experimental data in (a). (c) Static photoelectron spectra expected by s- and p-polarized EUV fields.
Different dispersion of the bands is highlighted by the dashed lines.
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Figure 8. (a) Comparison between the photoelectron lifetime from the same initial band (Λβ3 ) from the Cu(111) and Ni(111) surfaces. (b)








measured on Cu(111), which clearly shows the difference between
a resonant transition to a bulk final band (SB 16) and those to free-electron final states. (c) Comparison between the model of Fermi’s golden
rule and the experimentally measured lifetime. The low-energy data (0.5–3 eV) are measured using Tr-2PPE method for Cu [87] and for Ni
[86]. The experimentally measured low-energy electron lifetime approaches the bare electron–electron scattering limit (solid blue line, M =
1.8 for Ni) at an energy Ecrit ∼ 3 eV. Inset: illustration of the electron–electron scattering process described by equation (2). Reproduced
with permission from [34].
and SB 14. We find that the relative time delay between pho-
toelectrons from two different valence bands reaches a max-
imum value of ∼220 as at the Γ point (θ = 0)—whereas it
reduces to ∼30 as when emission angle approaches θ =±15◦.
The overall trend is symmetric around the Γ point, strongly
indicating the band-structure origin of the observed time delay.









exhibits a double-peak structure for SB 14. This
angle-dependent time delay can be quantitatively reproduced
by our analytical model [33], taking into account the disper-
sion of the Σ1 final band along the k// direction, as shown
in figures 6(a) and (b). For SB 16, the photon energy is high
enough to excite the interband transition at the Γpoint, while
the time delay monotonically decreases at larger emission
angles, since final-state band dispersion moves this transition
off resonance. On the other hand, for SB 14, the resonant tran-
sition is not accessible at the Γpoint, but then moves on reso-
nance and yields a maximum time delay at ∼6◦ emission angle
(figure 6(b)).
Similar angle-resolved photoemission time delays can also
be seen on a Cu(111) surface for the Λβ3 and Λ
α
3 initial bands,
as summarized in figure 7(a). In addition to the interband res-
onance between the low-energy Λβ3 (Σ
β
1 in the k// direction)
band to the unoccupied ΛB1 (Σ
B
1 ) final band, we also observe
clear evidence of the coupling between the Λα3 (Σ
α
1 ) band and
the ΛA1 (Σ
A
1 ) final band. The variation of attosecond delays as
a function of k// is in good agreement with the dispersion of
the final band. More interestingly, the angle-dependence of
the attosecond time delay Λα3 (Σ
α
1 ) disappears when the polar-
ization of the EUV field is changed to p-polarization. Corre-
spondingly, there is a change of band dispersion in the static
photoelectron spectra, as shown in figure 7(c), which indicates
photoelectrons from a different initial state (Σ4) are excited by
p-polarized EUV fields. Our results clearly show that band-
structure effects can significantly influence the energy-, angle-
and polarization-dependent photoemission time.
3.4. Distinguishing attosecond electron–electron screening
and scattering
In figure 8(a), we plot the attosecond photoemission time delay
measured from the same valence band (Λβ3 ) for both Ni(111)
and Cu(111). Here, we find that the photoemission time for
free-electron final states (i.e. off resonance) from Cu(111) is
generally ∼100 as longer than that from Ni(111). This 100 as
time difference cannot be explained by another final-state res-
onance because we did not observe any photoelectron yield
enhancement in this energy range. Moreover, it exhibits little
momentum (angle) dispersion—unlike the behavior observed
when the final state is on resonance with a high-energy unoc-
cupied state (figure 8(b)). In figure 8(a), we compare our mea-
sured photoelectron lifetime of Cu to the free-electron gas
(FEG) model [83]. Interestingly, we find that the FEG model
matches the off-resonance (i.e., free-electron final-state) life-
time of Cu(111) very well, but not for Ni(111), which is ∼100
as shorter. Note that this trend is very different from the hot-
electron lifetimes measured at low energy (<3 eV above EF),
which exhibit a strong deviation from the FEG model due to
the presence of d-band screening [84, 85]. Our results indicate
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that the electron screening does not have a strong influence on
the photoelectron lifetime when the final state energy is higher
than 20 eV.
Interestingly, we find that the ∼100 as lifetime difference
can be attributed to differences in the band structure of Cu and
Ni, which results in different electron–electron scattering rates
between photoelectrons and other electrons in the conduction
bands. The electron–electron scattering process is illustrated
in the inset of figure 8(c). The scattering rate can be calculated
from Fermi’s golden rule in the random-k approximation [34,
86], and the results are plotted in figure 8(c), in direct com-
parison with the experimentally measured lifetime of photoex-
cited electron from 0.5 to 40 eV. The low-energy results were
reproduced from time-resolve two-photon photoemission (Tr-
2PPE) measurements [86, 87]. Thus, the photoexcited-electron
lifetime in Cu can be well explained by a mostly energy-
independent Coulomb matrix element for electron–electron
scattering, while there is a strong energy dependence of the
Coulomb matrix element in Ni. There, M = 1.8 is the best fit
for high-energy photoelectrons and is close to that observed in
Cu, whereas M = 0.6 is best for low-energy photoelectrons.
As shown in figure 8(c), the measured electron lifetime at low
energy in Ni is more than one order of magnitude longer than
the bare electron–electron scattering limit, indicating strongly
enhanced screening in this energy range, possibly due to the
high density of states of Ni at the Fermi energy [86].
3.5. Summary
By combining attosecond pulse trains generated by the HHG
process and ARPES techniques, we investigated photoemis-
sion timescales from transition metals, Ni and Cu. From our
results, we demonstrate that atto-ARPES can directly mea-
sure photoelectron lifetimes in the time domain. Moreover,
we unambiguously show that the material band structure has
a strong influence on the photoemission time—it is dependent
on the photon/photoelectron energy, emission angle and light
polarization. By comparing photoelectron lifetimes from dif-
ferent materials, we show that strong electron–electron scat-
tering in the unfilled d band of Ni decreases the lifetime of
photoelectrons by ∼100 as relative to the photoelectrons emit-
ted from the same band of Cu. Our results represent the first
time domain study of electron–electron interaction on attosec-
ond timescales, and represents a new technique and a new
perspective on the broader relevance of attosecond science.
4. New understanding of electron–phonon
couplings and phase transitions via ultrafast
electron calorimetry
4.1. Introduction to ultrafast electron calorimetry
The ability to probe the full dynamic response of quantum
materials on the length- and time-scales (Å to attoseconds on
up) fundamental to charge, spin and phonon interactions is
leading to a host of new discoveries. The coupled interactions
between charges, spins, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom
are key to determining the state of a material, whether metal-
lic, insulating, superconducting or magnetic [88–90]. Under
thermal equilibrium conditions these states can be tuned by
varying the temperature, pressure, chemical doping or dimen-
sionality. However, their inherent complexity and rich phase
landscape make them challenging to understand or manipulate
deterministically.
Fortunately, the development of ultrashort coherent light
sources from the IR to x-ray region enables a powerful new
set of ultrafast spectroscopies that can uniquely address these
challenges [14, 38, 39, 73, 91–119]. In the past, exciting a
material with an ultrafast laser was usually thought to cre-
ate a highly out-of-equilibrium state. By using high harmonic
(HHG) sources to probe the full dynamic band structure and
electron temperature, we have been able to very delicately
excite and probe strongly-coupled materials—allowing us to
link their dynamic response to their equilibrium properties,
to drive materials into new metastable states that cannot be
reached under equilibrium conditions, and to uncover a new
understanding of excited states and phase transitions.
The key to this ability is a new approach we call ultra-
fast electron calorimetry [35, 36, 38, 39]. Using HHG-
based time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(trARPES), we can measure the full electronic band struc-
ture and extract the dynamic electron temperature. Electrons
react very quickly upon excitation by light, on attosecond
to femtosecond timescales. Moreover, their heat capacity is
small compared to the total heat capacity of the material.
After excitation by the laser, except for the case of resonantly
excited modes [113–119], the excited electrons could rapidly
establish a hot Fermi–Dirac distribution within 20–50 fs
in the materials with strong electron–electron scattering. The
energy then gradually flows from the hot electrons to the
phonon bath on a few ps timescales. This relatively high decou-
pling of excitations and interactions in the time domain means
that by measuring the dynamic electron temperature (Te), we
can sensitively detect changes in the microscopic interactions
within a material, such as electron–phonon couplings or phase
changes—that are indicated by either a change in slope of,
or jump in, the electron temperature as a function of exci-
tation laser fluence. When coupled with the ability of HHG
trARPES to simultaneously capture the full dynamic band
structure (which reflects the macroscopic order parameter), we
can map and expand the phase diagram using light as a tuning
parameter to uncover new understandings of phase transitions
as well as new hidden phases in strongly-coupled materials.
Experimentally, trARPES based on HHG is used to mea-
sure the dynamic electronic structure, as illustrated in figure 9.
In the sudden approximation, the ARPES spectrum can be
described as I (k,ω) = I0 (k, ν, A) f (ω)A (k,ω), where the
first term is related to the transition matrix element, while
the second and third terms are the temperature dependent
Fermi–Dirac function and the spectral function, respectively.
By varying the pump-probe delay and the laser fluence, we
can systematically map out the band structure, electron tem-
perature, transient heat capacity and the order parameters as a
function of time and laser excitation. In the following, we show
that this ultrafast electron calorimetry approach offers com-
pletely new insights into strongly-coupled materials such as
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Figure 9. Schematic of the ultrafast electron calorimetry approach
based on trARPES. After the material is excited by an ultrashort
laser pulse, another EUV pulse from HHG is used to probe the
dynamic electronic structure at the controlled time delays. Then the
measured band structure, electron temperature and order parameter
as a function of both time delay and laser fluence (input energy) can
be used to investigate the change in dominant interactions and
material state, as well as to map the non-equilibrium phase
diagram.
the ultrafast laser-induced magnetic phase transition in Ni, and
the charge density wave (CDW) phase transition in 1T-TaSe2.
4.2. Critical behavior drives the ultrafast magnetic phase
transition in nickle
Since the first experimental observation of ultrafast laser-
induced demagnetization [120], this topic has attracted
tremendous interest because of its importance to both the fun-
damental understanding of magnetism as well as for poten-
tial applications [121]. However, there has been significant
debate about the underlying physical mechanisms and even the
relevant timescales. In most past work, laser-induced demag-
netization was described as a sequence of events where the
energy of the hot electron bath first transfers to the spin and
later to the lattice degrees of freedom. This cascade of energy
relaxation processes was used to explain why ultrafast demag-
netization occurs over a range of timescales from ∼100 to 500
fs. These multiple timescales observed in past experiments, all
conducted at many different laser excitation fluences, obscured
any contributions from critical phenomena.
Fortunately, in recent work, by implementing HHG-
based trARPES and time-resolved magnetooptical Kerr effect
(trMOKE) measurements on the same laser-excited sample,
we show that critical behavior within 20 fs governs the ultra-
fast magnetic phase transition in Ni. As explained above, the
laser-excited electrons in Ni thermalize very rapidly via elec-
tron–electron scattering, reaching a maximum within ∼20 fs.
In figure 10(a) we plot the peak electron temperature (Te) as
a function of laser fluence. Instead of a monotonic increase
in temperature, as might be expected if the laser energy
is only being absorbed by the electron system (blue dotted
line in figure 10(a)), there is a strong suppression as the
electron temperature approaches the Curie temperature TC,
which occurs at a critical fluence Fc. This is consistent with
the critical behavior observed during equilibrium magnetic
phase transitions—that ferromagnetic magnetic order is lost
above the Curie temperature TC. Indeed, the solid red line
in figure 10(a) can match our data by assuming that the full
electronic heat capacity has contributions both from charges
and spins, with a divergence near the Curie temperature TC
(inset of figure 10(a)). This result suggests that the spin system
absorbs sufficient energy within 20 fs to subsequently proceed
through the magnetic phase transition [35, 36].
When comparing the relative magnetization (magnetic
asymmetry) measured by trMOKE and the exchange split-
ting measured by trARPES, we can consistently map the order
parameter as a function of time delay and laser fluence, as
shown in figure 10(b). First, we found that the demagnetiza-
tion and recovery dynamics can be described by three universal
timescales over the full range of laser fluences for both sets of
measurements. Second, although the spin system absorbs suf-
ficient energy within 20 fs to proceed through the phase tran-
sition, the demagnetization (indicated by a reduced exchange
splitting and magnetic asymmetry) occurs on a much longer
timescale of ∼176 fs. This large time lag between laser energy
absorption by the spin system and the appearance of a spec-
troscopic signature indicates the existence and importance of
a transient highly-excited magnetic state during laser-induced
demagnetization. Third, remagnetization occurs on timescales
of ∼537 fs when the laser fluence is below Fc (as shown in
figure 10(b)), while an additional slow recovery on a timescale
of ∼76 ps turns on when the transient Te exceeds TC. These
results define a new timescale of 20 fs in the ultrafast mag-
netic phase transition, highlight the importance of critical phe-
nomena, and suggest that the transient electron temperature
alone dictates the magnetic response [35, 36]. More recently,
we also demonstrated that direct light-induced spin transfer
can also occur between two magnetic sublattices, on simi-
larly fast timescales [37, 122]. In combination, these findings
suggest that spin polarization can be manipulated by light on
femtosecond and even attosecond timescales.
4.3. New CDW metastable states in 1T-TaSe2:
mode-selective electron–phonon coupling
We can also use ultrafast electron calorimetry to uncover new
phases in CDW materials, as well as to elucidate their origins
and to manipulate electron–phonon interactions. At temper-
atures below Tc ∼ 470 K, the prototypical quasi-2D CDW
material 1T-TaSe2 crystallizes into a crystal structure charac-
terized by an electron density modulation and corresponding





cell [123]. Note that in equilibrium, this is a first-order phase
transition that is governed by complex electron–phonon inter-
actions. When an ultrashort light pulse excites these materi-
als, the first step is similar to the case for metals above: the
laser pulse excites electrons initially, which thermalize rapidly
due to strong electron–electron scattering. However, the sub-
sequent relaxation steps are distinct in CDW materials: in 1T-
TaSe2, the laser-excited electron temperature can reach many
thousands of Kelvin, which smears out the charge density since
the unoccupied orbitals are spatially delocalized. This fast
charge displacement subsequently launches a coherent ampli-
tude (breathing) mode [38]—then either the system will relax
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Figure 10. Ultrafast electron calorimetry uncovers new understanding of phase transitions, expanding the phase diagram using light. (a) and
(b) are the maps of electron temperature and order parameter for the magnetic phase transition in Ni, respectively. At a critical fluence Fc,
the transient heat capacity at 20 fs diverges. Such critical behavior governs the subsequent magnetic responses. (c) and (d) are the maps of
electron temperature and order parameter for the CDW phase transition in 1T-TaSe2, respectively. Above a critical fluence Fc, the effective
heat capacity drops by 70% and the material evolves into a metastable intermediate CDW state. Panel (a) is reproduced from [36]. CC BY
4.0. Panels (c) and (d) are from [38]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
back to the ground state or, for sufficiently high laser fluence,
the CDW order will melt. This has been known for several
years [101, 103, 124].
Using ultrafast electron calorimetry, we found that the
phase diagram in 1T-TaSe2 is considerably richer than pre-
viously realized. By monitoring the electron temperature as
a function of laser fluence, we uncovered a new metastable
CDW state in 1T-TaSe2, we found that it is possible to manip-
ulate the electron–phonon couplings by varying the laser exci-
tation, and we observed that the electron temperature is signif-
icantly modulated by the coherent amplitude mode [38, 39].
Here we first focus on the relaxation of the hot electrons, which
recover to a warm plateau at several picoseconds, when the
electron system equilibrates with at least a part of the phonon
system. Figure 10(c) displays this quasi-equilibrium tempera-
ture as a function of laser fluence. At low fluences, this tem-
perature follows the expected behavior based on the equilib-
rium heat capacity (the solid red curve). As the laser fluence is
increased beyond a critical value Fc, there is an abrupt jump
in both the temperature and the slope—indicating a reduc-
tion in the effective heat capacity of the system by as much
as 70%. Since the heat capacity cannot change so radically
under equilibrium conditions, these results suggest that only
a subset of phonons are strongly coupled to the hot electrons
at fluences higher than Fc [38, 39]. Physically, in an overly
simplified picture, one might expect that ultrafast laser exci-
tation is a unique way of isolating the interactions between
the charge and the strongly coupled phonons (often in-plane),
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since weakly-coupled phonons (often cross-plane) will not be
excited until several tens of picoseconds. Thus, ultrafast laser
excitation may modify the interlayer coupling and/or stacking,
e.g., transform a material from quasi-2D to more 2D, thereby
making it possible to support new phases. This also implies
that there could be dramatic variations in the electron–phonon
interactions, which we observe.
In order to see how anomalous electron–phonon coupling
can change the state of the material, we use the band shift as
an order parameter to map the non-equilibrium phase diagram,
as shown in figure 10(d) [38]. At the same critical fluence
Fc, the CDW order is completely melted initially, while the
quasi-equilibrium order at several picoseconds shows a kink.
In other words, when the electron–phonon coupling becomes
mode-selective at high fluences, the inhomogeneity within the
phonon system drives the material into a new metastable, inter-
mediate, CDW state, which is distinct from all the known equi-
librium states. Thus, ultrafast laser excitation can enrich the
phase diagram of 1T-TaSe2. Most importantly, because of the
substantially reduced effective heat capacity of the metastable
state, this transformation is more energy efficient than under
equilibrium conditions.
In addition to observing a new intermediate CDW state with
very interesting properties, ultrafast electron calorimetry can
reveal many more intriguing phenomena. As an example, we
also observe a large coherent modulation of the electron tem-
perature, that is coupled to the amplitude mode, but exhibits
a phase shift of π at the critical fluence [39]. This finding is
in contrast to all previous observations in multiple materials
to date, where the electron temperature decreases monotoni-
cally via electron–phonon scattering [125]. By tuning the laser
fluence, the magnitude of the electron temperature modula-
tion changes from ∼200 K in the case of weak excitation, to
∼1000 K for strong laser excitation. The phase change of π
in the electron temperature modulation at a critical fluence of
0.7 mJ cm−2 suggests a switching of the dominant coupling
mechanism between the coherent phonon and electrons [39].
Ultrafast electron calorimetry therefore opens up routes for
coherently manipulating the interactions and properties of 2D
and other quantum materials using light.
4.4. Summary
In summary, ultrafast electron calorimetry combines ultrafast
laser excitation with HHG-based trARPES to provide a new
and powerful technique to capture and control microscopic
interactions, novel excited and metastable states, and phase
transitions. It can map how ultrafast laser excitation expands
the phase diagram of materials to uncover many new phe-
nomena that cannot be accessed through equilibrium heat-
ing. The new findings include how critical behavior and a
highly excited magnetic state drives the ultrafast magnetic
phase transition in Ni, as well as a new metastable CDW
state in the quasi 2D material 1T-TaSe2 that is mediated by
mode-selective electron–phonon coupling. We note that this
approach demonstrates a novel way to manipulate phase transi-
tions and electron–phonon interactions, opening up new routes
to steer quantum materials toward the desired state using light.
5. Sub-wavelength short wavelength imaging
using coherent HHG beams
5.1. Introduction
In addition to enabling attosecond spectroscopy, HHG has also
recently attracted attention for applications in coherent imag-
ing and dynamic scatterometry [40–42, 92, 126–128]. The
theoretical resolution of any imaging system is limited by the
diffraction of light. For example, the Abbe diffraction limit sets
the transverse spatial resolution at ∼λ/(2NA), where NA rep-
resents the numerical aperture of the imaging system. Thus,
the shorter wavelength of HHG EUV or x-ray sources could
theoretically outperform visible or UV microscopy by 2–3
orders of magnitude—with the additional advantages of ele-
mental/chemical/magnetic contrast, high time resolution, and
the ability to penetrate layers that are opaque to visible light.
However, practical limits due to imperfections in the imag-
ing optics, aberrations, or misalignment impede the perfor-
mance of traditional approaches. As a result, conventional x-
ray microscopes using zone plates as focusing and imaging
optics can only achieve ∼10x the diffraction limit [129].
Fortunately, coherent HHG beams are ideal illumination
sources for coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) and scatterom-
etry techniques. CDI is a lensless computational imaging
method that replaces EUV/x-ray imaging optics with an iter-
ative phase retrieval algorithm that recovers the real-space
image of the sample from the measured diffraction patterns
in reciprocal (Fourier) space, as illustrated in figure 11 [130,
131]. Initial implementations of CDI used a simple illumi-
nation geometry and recovered the image of the sample by
averaging over ∼200 different reconstructions.
More recently, a powerful new form of CDI called ptychog-
raphy [132] has emerged as a high-fidelity CDI method that
enables complex image reconstruction of an extended sample
with a high spatial resolution. In ptychography, an illumina-
tion beam (probe) scans a sample (object) at multiple partially
overlapped locations generating a set of diffraction patterns.
In this scanning geometry, the information redundancy from
the overlapping diffraction patterns can be exploited to achieve
robust computational image reconstruction. The reconstruc-
tion pixel size, dx, is given by dx = λ∗z/(N∗px), where λ is
the wavelength, z is the distance from an image detector (such
as an x-ray camera) to the sample, N is the number of pixels
on the detector and px is the effective pixel size. Therefore,
the resolution performance in ptychographic CDI is no longer
limited by the manufacturing quality of optics, enabling high
resolution imaging near the diffraction limit. Modern ptycho-
graphic algorithms also make it possible to reconstruct com-
plex (amplitude and phase) images of both the beam and the
sample simultaneously.
5.2. Record sub-wavelength short wavelength imaging
Using ptychographic CDI with tabletop HHG EUV centered
at 13.5 nm, a recent experiment has demonstrated the first
sub-wavelength EUV image using any light source—tabletop
or facility scale. This work essentially demonstrated the first
near-perfect EUV/SXR microscope. We achieved full field,
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Figure 11. Schematic of the CDI method using iterative phase
retrieval algorithms. (a) In ptychographic CDI, a coherent beam
(probe) is focused on an extended sample (object), which is scanned
through the probe on a 2D grid with partial overlaps. (b) A phase
retrieval algorithm then iterates back and forth between real- and
reciprocal- (Fourier) space. Various constraints and supports are
enforced in real-space at each iteration until the errors are small and
the correct phase is recovered as the final output complex image.
large area, quantitative, transmission-mode imaging of a near-
periodic sample with a transverse spatial resolution of 0.9 λ, or
12.6 nm at a wavelength of 13.5 nm, as shown in figure 12 [40].
This work combined a new method called modulus enforced
probe (MEP), which is based on collecting a single image of
the unscattered direct beam and applying it as a constraint on
the probe within a novel algorithm based on the extended pty-
chographic iterative engine algorithm (ePIE). Therefore, an
extended, nearly periodic sample can be imaged with a high-
resolution and extremely high-fidelity for the first time. Using
large-scale synchrotron sources, a spatial resolution of a few
nanometers (∼2 nm in 2D and ∼5.5 nm in 3D) was achieved
using sub-2 nm wavelength x-rays [133–136].
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the concept of pty-
chography can also be extended into time domain for attosec-
ond pulse reconstruction [137] as a method to characterize
highly broad bandwidth HHG sources. This approach com-
plements other techniques such as attosecond streaking and
ARPES. The latter was used to fully characterize more com-
plex circularly-polarized attosecond waveforms, by harnessing
the strong polarization selectivity in photoemission from solid
surfaces, as well as the ability to rotate the circularly polarized
Figure 12. (top) Progress in full field tabletop transverse spatial
resolution enabled by HHG. Red: image resolution using EUV at a
wavelength of 29 nm. Blue: image resolution using EUV at a
wavelength of 13.5 nm. (bottom) 1st sub-wavelength short
wavelength imaging, achieving a spatial resolution of 12.6 nm at a
wavelength of 13.5 nm. (a) SEM scanning electron microscope and
CDI images. (b) Height map of the sample. The bottom panel is
reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service
Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Nature Photonics [40] 2017.
EUV field in space. This makes it possible to fully charac-
terize some of the most complex coherent light fields to date,
where the spectral, temporal and polarization states are rapidly
changing on attosecond timescales [27].
5.3. Dynamic imaging and scatterometry using HHG beams
Static and dynamic ptychographic full field imaging or scat-
terometry can also be implemented in reflection geometries
to image buried layers and interfaces [41], or to capture spin,
charge, acoustic and heat transport [92, 126, 138]. The short
wavelength and high time resolution of HHG sources provides
enhanced sensitivity to buried interfaces. Because the depth
resolution of these buried interfaces is a result of the phase,
we can achieve a deep sub-Å depth resolution, making it pos-
sible to address important nanoscale transport challenges. For
example, at dimensions<100 nm, bulk models no longer accu-
rately predict the transport, mechanical, or phase properties of
materials, and visible probes have limited sensitivity. Dynamic
EUV scatterometry can better capture nanoscale heat flow to
validate and generalize a surprising prediction—an array of
closely-spaced nanoscale heat sources can cool more quickly
than when spaced far apart due to better coupling to the phonon
spectrum in the substrate [92, 138]. This is leading to bet-
ter predictive theories that may guide the design of energy-
efficient nano-devices, where better thermal management is
critically needed.
Combing ptychography with ultrafast pump-probe tech-
niques makes it possible to create nanoscale real-time
movies with <10 fs time resolution, and in principle with
attosecond time resolution. For example, the first full-field
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Figure 13. Nanoscale imaging enabled by HHG. The data represents
the first full field dynamic movie of acoustic waves, with ∼10 fs
temporal resolution. The scale bars indicated are 5 μm × 5 μm
× 0.5 nm. Reproduced from [143]. CC BY 4.0.
HHG ptychographic movie imaged thermal and acoustic
dynamics in a nanoantenna with sub-100 nm transverse and 0.5
Å depth spatial resolution, combined with∼10 fs temporal res-
olution [126]. As shown in figure 13, this experiment directly
visualized the complex thermal and acoustic response of an
individual nanoscale antenna on a substrate after impulsive
heating by a femtosecond laser.
For dynamic imaging, it would also be useful to use coher-
ent broadband EUV or SXR HHG sources to image spin and
charge transport, for example. However, implementing broad-
band ptychography is very challenging in terms of its phase-
retrieval algorithms, which does not favor broadband illumina-
tion. The recent development and refinement of new ptycho-
graphic algorithms suggest new phase-retrieval algorithms that
could lead to the future implementation of attosecond-resolved
nanoscale ptychographic imaging [139, 140].
Another important aspect of EUV and x-ray ptychographic
imaging is the ability to extract the chemical composition
of the sample. Quantitative composition extraction can be
accomplished by angle-scanning in reflection mode ptychog-
raphy to implement complex imaging reflectometry [127], or
by wavelength-scanning in transmission mode ptychography
[141, 142].
5.4. Summary
High harmonic based coherent imaging and scattering has
already achieved the first sub-wavelength resolution full field
imaging using any EUV or x-ray light source, uncovered
new regimes of nanoscale thermal transport, and enabled non-
destructive characterization of the structure and properties of
heterostructures. In the future, it may be possible to extend
super-resolution imaging to shorter wavelengths via OAM
beams, to enable fast imaging of multilayer and chiral struc-
tures being investigated for future quantum, energy, electronic
and storage devices.
6. Conclusion
Three decades of study of the attosecond dynamics of
HHG, and the applications of these sources for time-resolved
studies, have demonstrated just how vital this research area
is, as well as the extraordinary potential for further advances.
Even as we learn more about the HHG process itself, its utility
as a coherent light source in a new spectral region is propelling
a rapid expansion in the sphere of influence of this area. Like
in many fields, exploration of new regimes yields both eso-
teric findings of interest to experts, as well as fundamentally
new light science technologies that are impacting other fields.
Other schemes that are also being explored for attosecond
pulse generation include nonlinear Thomson backscattering on
relativistic electron bunches, relativistic oscillating mirrors, or
laser-perturbed or seeded x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs).
The continued development of ultrafast laser and x-ray
technologies will continue to enable new physics and tech-
nology applications. Looking forward, important scientific
challenges to be addressed include the photon energy lim-
its of phase matching of high harmonic generation, which
can likely extend into the >10 keV, hard x-ray, region.
Addressing this question will require new mid-IR ultrafast
lasers, as well as advanced computing capabilities that can
combine multi-color electromagnetic propagation (Maxwell’s
equations) with the 3D time-dependent Schrödinger equation.
Finally, many important science and technological challenges
can be addressed by the extension of magnetic spectroscopies
and imaging to the deeper bound L-edge region, where the
spin and orbital contributions to the magnetic properties can
be separated.
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